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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we deal with the problem of extracting and
processing useful information from bibliographic references
in Digital Humanities (DH) data. A machine learning tech-
nique for sequential data analysis, Conditional Random Field
is applied to a corpus extracted from OpenEdition site, a
web platform for journals and book collections in the hu-
manities and social sciences. We present our ongoing project
with this purpose that includes the construction of a proper
corpus and a efficient CRF model on this as a preliminary.
This project is supported by Google Grant for Digital Hu-
manities. A number of experiments are conducted to find
one of the best settings for a CRF model on the corpus, and
we verify them both in an automatic and manual way of
evaluation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval—Retrieval models; H.3.7 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Digital Libraries—Collection

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance

Keywords
CRFs, Digital Humanities, Reference Annotation, Bibliog-
raphy

1. INTRODUCTION
While primary research in digital humanities has mostly

relied on the digitalization of the existing humanities texts,
recent works are rather interested in combining technical
tools into humanities data. Data visualization, user inter-
action and also information extraction in humanities data
would be main examples in this recent trend. Among them,
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information extraction is a wide open field. And as in other
disciplines applying computational methods such as in bi-
ology, we should first well define the problematics before
applying techniques into data.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of extracting and
processing useful information from bibliographic references
in Digital Humanities (DH) data. The main interest of the
bibliographic reference research is to provide automatic links
between related references in citations of scholarly articles.
The automatic link creation involves essentially the auto-
matic recognition of reference fields, which consists of au-
thor, title and date etc. A reference now is considered as a
sequence of these fields. Based on the correctly separated
and annotated fields, different techniques can be applied for
the creation of cross-links.

Most of the tools freely available process scientific refer-
ences, by opposite to Digital Humanities, only and against
a set of predefined patterns that are mostly regular expres-
sions. For example, cb2bib 1 recognizes reference styles of
the publications of the American Chemical Society and of
Science Direct but do not work with the references we tried.

On the other side, some methods employ machine learn-
ing and numerical approaches, by opposite to symbolic ones
that require a large set of rules that could be very hard to
manage and that are not language independent. [1] cites
the works of a) C.L. Giles et al. for the CiteSeer system
on computer science literature that achieves a 80% accu-
racy for author detection and 40% accuracy for page num-
bers (1997-1999), b) Seymore et al. that employ Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) that learn generative models over
input sequence and labeled sequence pairs to extract fields
for the headers of computer science papers, c) Peng et al.
that use Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [3] for labeling
and extracting fields from research paper headers and ci-
tations. Other approaches employ discriminatively-trained
classifiers such as SVM classifiers. Compared to HMM and
SVM, CRF obtained better labeling performance [4] (about
99% for author identification and for date, 94% for titles,
87% for Editor...). Some recent papers propose methods to
disambiguate author citations [2, 7] or geographical identi-
fiers [8]. These state of the art approaches seem to achieve
good results but they proceed on limited size collections of
scientific research papers only and they do not resolve all
the difficulties we identified above.

Here we choose CRFs as method to tackle our problem on
the bibliographic references extraction on DH data. It is a

1http://www.molspaces.com/cb2bib/



type of machine learning technique applied to the labeling
of sequential data. The discriminative aspect of this model
enables to overcome the restriction of previously developed
HMM [5], then provides successful results on reference field
extraction [4]. However, most of the earlier studies deal with
relatively well structured citation data with simple format
such as scientific articles. Besides, DH reference data gen-
erally includes a lot of less structured bibliographical parts
and various different formats.
We started up a research project, Robust and Language In-

dependent Machine Learning Approaches for Automatic An-
notation of Bibliographical References in DH Books, Articles
and Blogs, supported by Google Grant for Digital Humani-
ties on March 2011 to approach this problem. It is a R&D
program for in-text bibliographical references published on
CLEO’s OpenEdition platform. The program allies Cléo to
the Laboratoire Informatique d’Avignon (LIA), and aims to
construct a software environment enabling the recognition
and automatic structuring of references in academic digi-
tal documentation whatever their bibliographic styles. Over
time the tool will enable the development of cross-linking
functions within the platform to outside sources.
We first give an overview of our system for the automatic

annotation of bibliographical references in DH documents
and also a brief explanation of the main tool, CRFs in Sec-
tion 2. We then describe our corpus extracted from the Re-
vues.org site that consists of manually identified and anno-
tated references (Section 3). In Section 4, we detail the pro-
cess of the construction of an efficient CRF model adapted
to our corpus. We empirically evaluate the CRF model via
a number of experiments then give a conclusion and future
work (Sections 5 and 6).

2. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE AN-
NOTATION

One of the final goals of the project is to construct an auto-
matic structuring of references in the DH site OpenEdition 2,
composed of three different platforms, Revues.org, Hypothe-
ses.org and Calenda. These platforms are dedicated to elec-
tronic resources in the humanities and social sciences. As a
primary work, we automatically label the reference fields in
the articles of Revues.org site. This automatic detection will
be integrated into a system which makes automatic cross-
linking in citations.
Meanwhile, the use of the detected reference fields is not

only restricted to the creation of automatic cross-linking.
The annotated bibliographical information can be used for
the information retrieval in the articles of both Revues.org
and Hypotheses.org sites among which the latter is a plat-
form for scholarly blogs open to the academic community in
all disciplines of the arts, humanities and social sciences. We
also expect that this extracted information can be moreover
used for the IR in other external platforms.
Our automatic system for the bibliographic reference ex-

traction is called Bilbo, the combination of two essential
terms for the system, bibliography and robot. Bilbo will be
freely available as soon as we establish a dependable system.

2.1 Conditional Random Fields
Automatic annotation can be realized by building a CRF

model. A CRF is a discriminative probabilistic model devel-

2http://www.openedition.org/

oped for labeling of sequential data. Compared to a hidden
Markov model (HMM), one of the traditional approaches for
sequential data, it is better adapted to rich characteristics of
input data. This advantage essentially allows a CRF to well
model the sequences of bibliographical fields by including a
lot of features, which represent the characteristics of input.

General CRFs are targeted not only at sequential data
but also at general graph data, whereas a special version,
linear-chain CRFs are mainly applied to sequence labeling.
Therefore, we apply especially a linear-chain CRF to our
reference labeling problem as in the literature. As we men-
tioned above, the core advantage of a CRF model in contrast
with a HMM model comes from its discriminative aspect in
modeling. By definition, a discriminative model maximizes
the conditional distribution of output given input. So, if we
construct a CRF model based on this conditional distribu-
tion, any factors dependent only on input are not considered
as modeling factors, instead they are treated as constant fac-
tors to output [6]. This aspect derives a key characteristic
of CRFs, the ability to include a lot of input features in
modeling. It is essential for some specific sequence label-
ing problems such as ours, where input data has in general
rich characteristics. The conditional distribution of a linear-
chain CRF for a set of label y given an input x is written
as follows :

p(y|x) = 1
Z(x)

exp{
K∑

k=1

θkfk(yt, yt−1,xt)}, (1)

where y = y1...yT is a state sequence, interpreted as a label
sequence, x = x1...xT is an input sequence, θ = {θk} ∈
RK is a parameter vector, {fk(yt, yt−1,xt)}Kk=1 is a set of
real-valued feature functions, and Z(x) is a normalization
function. Instead of the word identity xt, a vector xt is
substituted in feature functions, because the vector contains
all information about the word.

A feature function often has a binary value, which is a sign
of the existence of a specific feature. A function can mea-
sure a special character of input token xt such as capitalized
word. And it also measures the characteristics related with
a state transition yt−1 → yt. Thus in a CRF model, all pos-
sible state transitions and input features including identity
of word itself are encoded in feature functions.

Inference of CRFs is conducted by introducing the Viterbi
algorithm for computing the most probable labeling sequence,
y∗ = argmaxy Pθp(y|x) and the forward-backward algo-
rithm for marginal distributions. It is used for the labeling
of new input observations after constructing a CRF model,
and also applied in learning process to compute parameter
values. Parameters are estimated by maximizing conditional
log likelihood, l(θ) =

∑N
i=1 log p(y

(i)|x(i)) for a given learn-

ing set of N samples, D = {x(i),y(i)}Ni=1.

3. CORPUS PREPARATION
Faced with the great variety of bibliographical styles present

on the three platforms developed by Cléo and the dissem-
ination of references within texts, we have implemented a
series of stages corresponding to the various issues encoun-
tered on the platforms. In this section, we detail the nature
of Revues.org data that justifies our methodology to the cre-
ation of corpus. In brief, we construct three different types
of corpus manually annotated using TEI guidelines.



3.1 Revues.org document characteristics
Revues.org is the oldest French platform of academic jour-

nals online. It now offers more than 250 journals available
in all of the disciplines of the humanities and social sciences,
with predominance of history, anthropology and sociology,
geography and archaeology. Beyond the commitment in fa-
vor of open access (more than 40,000 articles in open ac-
cess), the platform is based on a model of appropriation of
the electronic publishing process by publishers and produc-
ers of content. The online publication is made through the
conversion of articles into XML TEI format and then into
XHTML format and allows the viewing of the full text in
web browsers. The specific technical quality needed for the
publishing of scientific texts is provided by many functions:
metadata management, multiple indexes, management of
endnotes, automatic table of contents, numbering of para-
graphs and attribution of DOI.
We expect that our work on bibliographical references will

enrich the Revues.org platform via a number of possible ser-
vices derived from basic auto-labeling operation as explained
in Section 2. However, there are many difficulties in the
treatment of DH articles. One main reason is the diversity
of source disciplines that makes various styles in reference
formatting. Moreover, even on a same discipline or journal,
we can easily find quiet different reference forms. Another
important difficulty compared to scientific research papers
is that the references of DH are not always at the end of ar-
ticle, in a bibliography part. They sometimes arise in body
of the article or in footnote.
Against these difficulties, we first well define TEI XML

tags for the bibliographical parts. Then the references are
manually annotated using the defined XML tags. As a solu-
tion to the diversity of the reference types, we constructed
three different corpus according to the types.

3.2 Manual annotation of Revues.org data
TEI and annoatation of bibliographic references
TEI 3 is a markup language for describing features of texts,
and in our case, fields of bibliographic references. Three
levels of description are possible with this language:

• <bibl> : for all bibliographic elements

• <biblStruct> : structure the reference with predefined
elements and we find this model on HAL or TEL

• <biblFull> : this model uses only elements allowed
under <fileDesc>

In our corpus, we use the standard description <bibl> to
annotate freely the bibliographic references. Indeed, OpenEdi-
tion presents a variety of bibliographic styles that<biblStruct>
or <biblFull> can not describe. Other reason is that this
standard description can be adapted for special references,
for example, the case of inclusion or to indicate that refer-
ence is a working paper or published in a scientific event.
But, some references present different peculiarities and re-
quire a set of internal links.

Three different levels of corpus
From the digital resources of Cléo, we identified and selected
several references with different bibliographic styles. We cor-
rectly described these references in order to build a corpus
3http://www.tei-c.org/

In Bibliography

In Notes

In the body of articles

Figure 1: Different styles of bibliographic references

for Bilbo. OpenEdition represents more than 70,000 doc-
uments allocated to three platforms. All these documents
have specific bibliographic styles imposed by the scientific
journals or adopted by the author of the article. We can
distinguish three levels of difficulties for identification and
annotation of references :

• Level 1: the references are at the end of the article in
a heading ”Bibliography”. Manual identification and
annotation are simple.

• Level 2: the references are in footnotes and they are
less formulaic compared to level 1 but standardized.

• Level 3: the references are in the body of articles. The
identification and annotation are complex. Even find-
ing the begins and ends of bibliographic references is
difficult.

Figure 1 picks the examples of these levels that constitute
three different corpus. As we can see in the examples, not
all the notes include bibliographic information.

Thus the constitution of the corpus level 1 is based on the
Revues.org site articles having the bibliography part at the
end. Ultimately, 32 journals were selected and 38 sample
articles have been taken considering the diversity of styles
: 737 bibliographic references have been identified and an-
notated using TEI language. Table 1 shows an example of
manually annotated reference in the corpus level 1, which
our primary experiments principally target at.

In the second level of corpus, the references are in the
footnotes and standardized. We annotate references using
same tags to the first corpus. An important character of
the corpus level 2 is that it contains link information be-
tween references on notes. That is, several references are
shorten including just essential parts such author name, but



Table 1: An example of reference in corpus level 1
<bibl><author><surname>Arcelin</surname>, <fore-
name full= ”init”>P.</forename></author><c type=
”comma”>,</c><author><surname>Congès</surname>,
<forename full= ”init”>G.</forename></author> et <au-
thor><surname>Willaume</surname>, <forename full=
”init”>M.</forename></author><c type= ”comma”>,</c>
<edition><date>1990</date></edition><c type=
”point”>.</c> <title level= ”m”>Compte-rendu des recherches
archéologiques à Entremont (1988-1989)</title><c type=
”comma”>,</c> <distributor>ministère de la Culture et de la
communication (sous-direction de l’Archéologie)</distributor><c
type= ”point”>.</c></bibl>

sometimes are linked to other references, which have more
detailed information on the shorten references. This case of-
ten occurs when a bibliographic document is referred more
than a time. The links are established through several spe-
cific terms as supra, infra, ibid, op. cit., etc. In this case, we
assigned a unique identifier to highlight the links in the doc-
uments. We selected 29 journals from a stratified selection
and we extracted 30 articles after analysis of document.
Actually, we are finishing the primary experiments on cor-

pus 1 and starting modeling on corpus 2 and the manual an-
notation of corpus level 3 is just started. This paper reports
especially our corpus preparation and the experiments on
the first level of corpus. In the following section, we explain
the detail of the modeling process on the corpus level 1. By
repeating many experiments, we could establish an efficient
way to set the features and labels for learning data.

4. MODEL CONSTRUCTION
To apply a probabilistic model on a corpus, it is indispens-

able to well determine a learning data format. As our corpus
contains relatively complex information compared to other
data in the literature of reference field extraction and output
labels are not determined, we need a learning data extrac-
tion process before applying a CRF model on the corpus.
Our first work especially concentrates on the preparation of
an appropriate learning data. Then we learn a CRF model
on this newly prepared data and verify its performance.
In this section, we explain the process of formatting learn-

ing data. It includes a brief analysis of the characteristics of
Revues.org reference corpus manually annotated. Then we
build a CRF model on the prepared learning data using an
existing language processing toolkit, MALLET software 4,
developed by Andrew McCallum and his team members of
Umass Amherst university.

4.1 Corpus character analysis for learning set
The necessary data to learn a CRF model are input se-

quences, output labels and input features. A reference string
is segmented into a sequence of tokens, where a token is
identified by a whitespace character or a tag. One of the
difficulties in the preparation of learning data from corpus
level 1, xml source data is to determine output labels and
input features. Since not all the tags are appropriate as la-
bels, and some attributes are good for labels, we have to
make a decision for the selection of output label types. In
the same way, we should select the suitable input features.
In Table 2, we compare our corpus level 1 with a stan-

dard reference dataset, Cora [4]. This comparison allows a
better understanding of the complexity of our corpus and it

4http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/

Table 2: Cora data and Revues.org corpus level 1

Cora reference data Revues.org corpus level 1
500 references 737 references
13 fields(tags) of reference 30 tags of reference
Fields = labels Labels are not decided
No multi labels Multi levels tag structure
No separation of authors Authors are separated, sur-

name and forename also
Features are not verified Features are not verified
22 features in the article Need to determine features
No separation on punctuation Important punctuation marks

are annotated

Table 3: Cora data label and Revues.org corpus tag

Cora Revues.org
<author> <author>, <surname>, <forename>
<booktitle> <title> of <relatedItem>+ attributes in

title or in bibl
<date> <date>
<editor> <editor>, <author> of <relatedItem>
<institution> <orgName>
<journal> <title> of <relatedItem>+ attributes in

title or in bibl
<location> <pubPlace>, <country>
<note>
<pages> pp attribute of <bibleScope>
<publisher> <publisher>
<tech> thesis or technical report etc. attributes

in title or in bibl
<title> <title>
<volume> vol attribute of <bibleScope>

also gives us some idea of which labels and features should
be selected. Main differences are the number of tags in
Revues.org corpus much more than that of Cora, and the
detailedness of author annotation involving the separation
between individual authors and even name types. The com-
plexity of data structure in our corpus results from the de-
sign basis of the DH reference corpus. We tried to rather
fully annotate the references considering reuse of corpus,
than make annotation fits perfectly for the reference field
extraction task.

4.2 Labels and features
Table 3 compares Revues corpus tags to Cora data labels.

According to the TEI, the <relatedItem> tag indicates a
book, a collection, or a journal etc. where the referred ar-
ticle is published. Several attributes seem better for labels
besides not all the tags are appropriate as labels.

A way to choose label types is using all the tags as labels.
In this case, we have two major problems to do that : a token
sometimes has multi-tags and there are many meaningless
tags for labels. Therefore, we first try a simple method for
choosing labels composed by the following rules.

• Choose the closest tag for a token

• Choose the upper tag if the closest tag of the token is
one of<hi>, <abbr>, <pb>, <ptr>, <lb> or<emph>

Then we conduct many experiments by modifying the label
selection criteria and finally got a set of optimized rules and
the determined labels in current version are described in
Table 4.

The feature manipulation is also very important for con-
structing an efficient CRF model. As in the label selection,



Table 4: Labels for learning data
Labels Description
surname surname
forename forename
title title of the referred article
booktitle book or journal etc. where the article is pub-

lished
date date, mostly years
publisher publisher, distributor
c punctuation
place place : city or country etc.
biblscope information about pages, volumn, number

etc.
abbr abbreviation
orgname organization name
nolabel tokens having no label (to be modified

maybe)
bookindicator the word ”in” when a related reference is fol-

lowed
extent total number of page
edition information about edition
name editor name : confused with surname and

forename
pages pages, in this version we don’t use it
OTHERS rare labels such as genname, ref, namelink,

author, region

we also explored the effects of features concerning the char-
acteristics of token via a number of experiments. Some-
times too detailed features rather decrease the performance
of CRF, so we need a prudent selection process of features.
Our currently selected features and their descriptions are
presented in Table 5.

Table 5: Features for learning data
Feature name Description
ALLCAPS All characters are capital letters
FIRSTCAP First character is capital letter
ALLSAMLL All characters are lower cased
NONIMPCAP Capital letters are mixed
ALLNUMBERS All characters are numbers
NUMBERS One or more characters are numbers
DASH One or more dashes are included in numbers
INITIAL Initialized expression
WEBLINK Regular expression for web pages
ITALIC Italic characters
POSSEDITOR Possible for the abbreviation of editor

4.3 Tokenization
Recall that our manual annotation with TEI guidelines in-

cludes the annotation of some important punctuation marks
(Table 2), which are used as tokens. But as we do not have
this kind of information for a new reference to be estimated
in real world, learning and testing with these tokens do not
reflect an accurate performance of a CRF model. Therefore,
we need to newly tokenize the corpus as if we do not have
any additional information than whitespaces. The punctu-
ation marks can be treated as either individual tokens or as
the attached features to the previous or next word.
In both cases, we need to make a supplementary decision

on labels and features. For example, when we decide to sep-
arate all the punctuation marks as tokens, we should also
decide which labels the marks will have. We can simply dis-
tribute an identical label such as ”punctuation” to them or
maybe make some categories of punctuation to label them.
In order to acquire the most reasonable learning data in
terms of tokenization, features and labels. We constructed

about 40 different CRF models changing the criteria of to-
kenization, especially punctuation treatment, and the types
of features and labels. Our final punctuation criteria is to
tokenize all the punctuation marks and label them with a
specific label.

Figure 2 describes the flattened structure of a reference in
our corpus level 1, and the version of learning data where 22
label types and 11 features are used. On the left side, each
line represents a token where the word identity is on the
very left, its tag is on the right end, and the tag attributes
are surrounded by double plus signs. Learning data is like-
wise represented in the order of token, features (capitalized
characters), and label.

Figure 2: Flattened structure of corpus(left) and
the current version of extracted learning data for
Revues.org corpus level 1(right)

5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe our experimental result on cor-

pus level 1. As explained above, we constructed more than
40 CRF models applying different learning datasets with
various tokenization, labels and features. The very first two
or three experiments aimed at two main objectives, verifying
the suitability of CRFs on our task and signposting the vari-
ous directions for the preparation of an appropriate learning
dataset. With this objectives, we first started with a simple
learning dataset where the input sequences are automati-
cally extracted from the corpus with its internal tokeniza-
tion manually done. After verifying that this trial gives a
reasonable result in terms of labeling accuracy, we gradually
added the extraction rules for labels and features.

We do not record all the remarkable discoveries during
the experiments in this section, but present the result with
some important experimental settings including the final one
at this stage. Four different CRF models are selected to
review our works. After eliminating some erroneous refer-
ences, we’ve got 715 references prepared for learning and
testing. 70% of them (500 reference) are used as learning
data, and the remaining 30% (215 references) are used as
test data. The identical tokenization technique, labels and
features are applied to both datasets on each experiment.



5.1 Measures
We evaluated the auto-labeling result based on the ground

truth method, which means that we compare the estimated
labels of test references with the true labels of them. For an
accurate evaluation, both automatic and manual evaluation
methods are applied. We used the micro averaged preci-
sion and recall as the former and also manually evaluated
in detail considering the correctness level of each estimated
reference. The latter approach contributes also to the eval-
uation of the learning data.

Micro averaged precision and recall
As the measures, we used the micro-averaged precision, which
computes the global accuracy of the estimated result, and
also the precision and the recall of each type of labels. For
the micro-averaged precision, we count all the correctly es-
timated tokens regardless of the type of labels and divide it
by the total number of estimated tokens. The precision of
a type of label is the proportion of the correctly estimated
tokens in all the tokens estimated as the label. The recall of
a type of label is the proportion of the correctly estimated
tokens in all the tokens having originally the label.

Manual evaluation
Since some labels are automatically extracted from corpus
and also there are some miss annotation in the corpus, our
learning data can not be perfect. We expect that the man-
ual evaluation correct this errors. The more important aim
of the manual evaluation is to find the erroneous patterns
made by Bilbo system. The found patterns will contribute
the system rebuilding by modifying the learning data or the
CRF model itself.

5.2 Evaluation and data verification
The overall auto-labeling accuracies are represented in Ta-

ble 6. We compared five different CRF models learned with
different data settings. The criteria for the extraction of
learning data is described in the table.
The result on the first stage confirms that a learned CRF

with our first trial version without any preprocessing gives a
reasonable estimation accuracy (85.34% in general accuracy)
on a test set. It is encouraging for applying a CRF model
to our task, because we did not use any local, layout or ex-
ternal features. When we look inside of the learning data
of the first version, several meaningless tags chosen as la-
bels, such as <lb>, <pb>, <ptr> and <emph>, occur very
often inside of the other meaningful tags. These tags are
verified to give low performance in terms of both precision
and recall, so we replace them with its upper tags. The 15th
stage gives the most effective learning data among our ex-
periments when not considering the tokenization problem.
In this setting, some useless tags as labels are eliminated,
and also two simple features, ’comma’ and ’point’ are in-
troduced to describe the nature of punctuation. With this
learning data, we’ve got 88.54% in general accuracy.
On the remaining stages, we applied various tokenization

technique. As a result, separation all the punctuation marks
as tokens works well, especially when the marks are all labels
with a same one. In the 21th stage, the overall accuracy
increased again as 89.56% with this punctuation treatment.
But we found a problem of <title> tag, because current
labeling system can not distinguish the main title of article
and the book title where the article is published. This is

caused by our manual annotation where we wrote down the
character of title in the attributes of tags.

In the 28th and 35th stages, we extracted the nature of
title information from the corpus. This is not always easy
because there are several attributes indicating both article
title and book title. Considering the attributes and the place
of title etc., we successfully separated <title> and <book-
title> for learning and test data. Of course the accuracy is
decreased compared to the 21th stage because of the more
detailed labels in the 28th stage. However, by introducing
appropriate features, we finally get 88.23% of overall accu-
racy on the test dataset.

Figure 3 shows the detailed performance of 35th stage
model, our current final version on the corpus level 1. This
result is quiet encouraging because the most important three
labels, surname, forename and title give about 90% of pre-
cisions and recalls.

Figure 3: Detailed performance of current version
of CRF model on corpus level 1

This original corpus, which is manually annotated, con-
tains rich information about references. But as our reference
field identification needs comparably simple labeling struc-
ture considering the limitation of an automatic learning sys-
tem, we extracted an appropriate learning data from the
original corpus. Automatic extraction of learning and test
data from the corpus could not be perfect because of the
complexity of original corpus and the possible errors of man-
ual annotation. During a number of experiments conducted
to construct an effective learning data, we verified that sev-
eral estimation errors come from some miss-annotated to-
kens in learning data.

To prevent this kind of problems, we examine manually
the completeness of learning and test data in terms of correct
labeling. This examination is in fact organized a part of
our manual evaluation. So in our manual evaluation, we
have two objectives : evaluation in detail the auto-labeling
result by current version of Bilbo from the experiment stage
35, and verification of the completeness on the learning and
test dataset. This verification accompanies the correction of
erroneous manual annotation in dataset.

In order to detect the annotation error of Bilbo, we cat-



Table 6: Overall accuracies of the constructed CRF models with different learning data

Stage Tokenizing Labels Features Accuracy Remarks
1 Based on manual anno-

tation and whitespaces
The most nearest tag for each to-
ken (28 tags)

No features 85.24% Not applicable for new reference (be-
cause of manual tokenization).

15 same as above Elimination of some rare and in-
appropriate tags etc.

comma,
point

88.54% same as above

21 Tokenize all the punctu-
ation marks

Punctuation are labeled as <c> No features 89.56% No separation between title and
booktitle.

28 Tokenize all the punc-
tuation marks. Initial
words are first found,
treated as a token

Separation of <title> and
<booktitle>

6 features 86.32% Separation of title and booktitle. To-
tal number of tokens decreases using
initial.

35 same as above Separation of <title> and
<booktitle>; Unifications of
similar tags

11 features 88.23% Separation of title and bookti-
tle. Total number of tokens de-
creases using initial.

egorize the estimated reference into three groups: perfectly
labeled, partially labeled and wrongly labeled. The eval-
uator, who initially annotated the corpus and is specialist
in the Humanities domain, strictly qualified the result esti-
mated by Bilbo. If there are one or more mistakes but not
ruin much the labeling result, we mark the reference as par-
tially labeled. But if there are many mistake which effects
strongly the quality of labeling, we mark it as wrongly la-
beled. The categorized result is presented in the left side of
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Manually evaluated labeling quality

We also verified from which labels the errors come. As in
Figure 5, there are about five big categories: author, title,
publication information such as pages, punctuation and oth-
ers. More detailed analysis on the types of errors and the
mistake patterns of Bilbo are all recorded by the evaluator,
and this will be used for the modification of Bilbo system.

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
We have presented the automatic reference labeling sys-

tem, Bilbo on CLEO’s OpenEdition platform. We con-
structed an efficient CRF model on the corpus level 1, which
deals with the well organized bibliography part at the end
of articles in Revues.org. Because of the difficulties in DH
articles, we concentrated in analyzing in detail the charac-
teristics of the references. The experimental results confirm
that the utilization of CRFs to our task is effective and also
our efforts to find a well-defined learning dataset were use-
ful. A remarkable difference of our work compared to the
state of the art, is that we could successfully separate the
individual authors and even their surname and forename. It

Figure 5: Current Bilbo system error sources

is important because the final objective of the system is not
restricted to the extraction of reference fields but it includes
also the development of possible services using this extracted
information A more delicate separation in the author fields
will allow the more useful services.

The work presented here is the beginning of our entire in-
formation extraction system on the OpenEdition platform.
Our future works can be divided into three directions roughly.
First one is the perfecting of Bilbo system on corpus level
1 thanks to the fully noted labeling error reports and the
correctness of wrong annotation by a specialist in the do-
main. One of the frequent error patterns of Bilbo is the
confusion between author name and place name. This con-
fusion can be eliminated using the proper noun dictionaries
already possessed by Cléo. Second, we continue to construct
new CRF models on the corpus level 2. Since this corpus
is more difficult to be adapted to a learning system, there
would be many interesting processes to be applied for the
preparation of an appropriate learning data. The similar
operation is required also on the corpus 3, on which we just
started the manual annotation. As the third corpus is in-
tended for the contextual references, we are thinking about
using latent probabilistic models to extract internal struc-
ture of the articles that can be used for verifying reference
parts in the body of text. Third direction is the usability
of auto-labeling results from Bilbo system into other plat-
forms. The identified reference fields can be used to enrich
other related external documents with any types of platform
such as blog, sns or online books.
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